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UNIT I

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The capacity and willingness to develop, organize and manage a business
venture along with any of its risks in order to make a profit. The most obvious
example of entrepreneurship is the starting of new businesses. In economics,
entrepreneurship combined with land, labor, natural resources and capital can
produce profit. Entrepreneurial spirit is characterized by innovation and risk-taking,
and is an essential part of a nation’s ability to succeed in an ever changing and
increasingly competitive global marketplace.

MEANING AND DEFINITION OF ENTREPRENEUR
The word entrepreneur has come from the France word “entreprendra”which means
to undertake, to pursue opportunities to fulfill needs and wants through innovation
to undertake business.

An Entrepreneur is a person who perceives a need and then brings together
manpower, material and capital required to meet that need. In other words an
entrepreneur is an individual or team that identifies the opportunity, gathers the
necessary resources, creates and ultimately responsible for the performance of the
organization.

An entrepreneur is a person who is able to express and execute the urge, skill,
motivation and innovative ability to establish a business or industry of his own,
either alone or in collaboration with his friends. His motive is to earn profit through
the production or distribution of goods or services. Adventurism, willingness to
face risks, innovative urge and creative power are the inborn qualities of
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship can also be explained as a process of executing
a work in a new and better way.

There are various definitions of entrepreneur:
According to America heritage dictionary;
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“Entrepreneur is a person who organizes operates and assumes the risk for
business venture”

The dictionary of social science has defined entrepreneur from functional
viewpoint. According to it “entrepreneur is a person 1) who exercise the function
or 2) initiating coordinating controlling or institute major change in a business
enterprise and or 3) bearing those risk of operation which arise from the dynamic
nature of society and imperfect knowledge of the future which can cast through
transfer calculation or elimination.

According to Encyclopedia Britannica
“Entrepreneur as the individual who bears the risk of operating a business in the
face of uncertainty about future condition and who is rewarded accordingly by his
profit or losses”.

Richard cotillion says 
“Entrepreneur is the agent who purchased the means of production for

combination into marketable product”.
So we can say that entrepreneur a person who takes risk for establishing a

new venture or business in order to create utility for the welfare of human being as
well as for him of herself. She or he is always a person who seeks out opportunities
and takes on challenges.

MEANING AND DEFINITION OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneurship is considered as of assuming the risk of an entrepreneur.
Entrepreneurship refers to a process of action an entrepreneur undertakes to establish
his enterprise. It is a creative and innovative response to the environment. In other
words entrepreneurship can be defined as an ability to discover, create or invent
opportunities and exploit them to the benefit of the society, which in turn brings
prosperity to the innovator and his organization.

According to Natheal h. leff:
Entrepreneurship is the capacity for innovation investment and expansion in new
markets product and techniques.

Webster highlights entrepreneurship as economic venture organizing and risk
taking capabilities.

Joseph & Schumpeter describe entrepreneurship is the force of creative
destruction whereby established way of doing things are destroyed by the creating
of new and better ways to get things done.

CONCEPT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Concept of entrepreneurship can be explained with the help of following diagram
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Fig: 1.1: Concept of Entrepreneurship

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ENTREPRENEUR
An entrepreneur is a person who initiates a business venture. There are some
essential features of an entrepreneur which are describing below.

1. Risk taking capability: every business has risk of time money etc .so an
entrepreneur must have the risk taking capability.

2. Creativity and innovation: an entrepreneur has an initiator possesses
creativity and innovative power.

3. Need for achievement: the entrepreneur has strong desire to achieve the
goal of business. He is always driven by the needs for achievement.

4. Need for autonomy: an entrepreneur does not like to be under anybody.
it is the need for autonomy which drives a person to be an entrepreneur.

5. Internal locus of control: an entrepreneur believes in him his work.
6. External locus of control: he also believes in fate for ultimate result.
7. Self confident: an entrepreneur has confidence in him.
8. Leadership capability: an entrepreneur must have leadership capability

to lead works under him
9. Industriousness: a successful entrepreneur must have leadership capability

to lead workers working under him.
10. Decision making capability: the entrepreneur has capability to take quick

decision
11. Adaptability: he has the capacity to adapt with any kind of situation that

arises in the enterprise.
12. Foresightness: The entrepreneurs have a good foresight to know about

future business environment.
13. Others; the other feature are dynamism, ambition, education and training,

long term involvement, future orientation.

ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN INDIAN
ECONOMY
Economic development essentially means a process of upward change whereby
the real per capita income of a country increases for a long period of time. The
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economic history of the presently developed countries, for example, USA and Japan
tends to support the facts that the economy is an effect for which the entrepreneurship
is the cause.

The crucial role played by the entrepreneurs in the western countries has
made the people of underdeveloped countries conscious of the significance of
entrepreneurship in economic development. After the Independence, India has
realized that, for achieving the goal of economic development, it is necessary to
increase the entrepreneurship both qualitatively and quantitatively in the country.
Parson and Smelter described entrepreneurship as one of the two necessary
conditions for economic development, the other being increased output of capital.
Y.A. Say high describes entrepreneurship as a necessary dynamic force for
economic development.

The important role that an entrepreneurship plays in the economic development
of an economy can be put in a more systematic manner as follows.

1. Entrepreneurship promotes capital formation by mobilizing the idle saving
of the public.

2. It provides immediate large-scale employment. Thus it helps to reduce
unemployment in the country.

3. It provides balanced regional development.
4. It helps reduce the concentration of economic power.
5. It stimulates the equitable redistribution of wealth, income and even

political power in the interest of the country.
6. It encourages effective resources mobilization of capital and skill which

might otherwise remain unutilized and idle.
7. It also induces backward and forward linkages which stimulated the process

of economic development in the country.
8. It promotes country’s export trade i.e. an important ingredient for economic

development.

THEORIES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneurship is an evolved thing. With the advancement of science and
technology it has undergone metamorphosis change and emerged as a critical input
for socio-economic development. Various writers have developed various theories
on entrepreneurship and popularized the concept among the common people.

1. The theories propounded by them can be categorized as under.
2. Sociological theories
3.  Economic theories
4. Cultural theories
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5. Psychological theories
1. Sociological theories: The following theories explain how sociological

factors accelerate the growth of entrepreneurs:
Theory of religious beliefs
Theory of social change
Theory of religious beliefs-Max Weber has propounded the theory of
religious belief. According to him, entrepreneurism is a function of
religious beliefs and impact of religion shapes the entrepreneurial
culture. He emphasized that entrepreneurial energies are exogenous
supplied by means of religious beliefs. The important elements of
Weber’s theory are discussed further.

1. Spirit of Capitalism: in the Webrian theory, spirit of capitalism is
highlighted. We all know that capitalism is an economic system in which
economic freedom and private enterprise are glorified, so also the
entrepreneurial culture.

2. Adventurous Spirit: Weber also made a distinction between spirit of
capitalism and adventurous spirit. According to him, the former is
influenced by the strict discipline whereas the latter is affected by free
force of impulse. Entrepreneurship culture is influenced by both these
factors.

3.  Protestant ethic: according to Max Weber the spirit of capitalism can be
grown only when the mental attitude in the society is favorable to
capitalism.

4. Inducement of profit: Weber introduced the new businessman into the
picture of tranquil routine. The spirit of capitalism intertwined with the
motive of profit resulted in creation of greater number of business
enterprises.

In fact, this theory suited the british rulers, who desired to encourage European
entrepreneurship in India. This theory was vehementaly criticized by many
researchers because of the unrealistic assumptions. Theory of Social Change Everett
E. Hagen, in his theory of social change propounded how a traditional society
becomes one in which continuing technical progress takes place. The theory exhorts
the following feature which presumes the entrepreneur’s creativity as the key
element of social transformation and economic growth. Presentation of general
model of the society- the theory reveals a general model of the society which
considers interrelationship among physical environment, social structure,
personality and culture. Economic Growth: product of social change and political
change: According to Hagen, most of the economic theories of underdevelopment
are inadequate. Rejection of follower’s syndrome: Hagen rejected the idea that
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the solution to economic development lies in imitating western technology. So the
follower’s syndrome on the part of the entrepreneur is discouraged.

Historic shift as a factor of initiating change- Hagen in his book, How
Economic Growth Begins, depicts historic shift as the crucial force which has
brought about social change technological progress thereby leading to the
emergence of entrepreneurial class from different castes and communities.
Withdrawal of status respects as the mechanism for rigorous entrepreneurial
activity- Closely consistent with the historic shift it is the social group that plunges
into rigorous entrepreneurism which experiences the status withdrawal or
withdrawal of status respects. Hence, Hagen’s creative personality is the admixture
of Schumpeter’s innovation and McClelland’s high need for achievement. But
Hagen’s analysis fails to give policy measures for backward countries which are
striving for economic development as he identifies status withdrawal as the causal
factor in the emergence of creative personality. Hagen’s thesis of disadvantaged
minority groups had its own limitations. There are many disadvantaged minority
groups in India which have not supplied a good number of entrepreneurs.

2. Economic theories: Entrepreneurship and economic development are
interdependent. Economic development takes place when a country’ real
rational income increases overall period of time wherein the role of
entrepreneurs is an integral part. Schumpeter’s Theory of Innovation
Schumpeter’s theory of entrepreneurship is a pioneering work of economic
development. development in his sense, implies that carrying out of new
combination of entrepreneurship is basically a creative activity. According
to Schumpeter an entrepreneur is one who perceives the opportunities to
innovate, i.e. to carry out new combinations or entreprise. In his views,
the concept of new combination leading to innovation covers the following
5 cases-

The introduction of new goods that is the one with which consumers
are not yet familiar, of a new quality.
The introduction of new method of production
The opening of new market
The conquest of new source of supply of raw material
The carrying out of new organization

In view of the above, Schumpeterian theory of entrepreneurship has got the
following features.

1. Distinction between invention and innovation Schumpeter makes a
distinction between innovation and invention. Invention means creation
of new things and innovation means applicable of new things onto practical
use
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2. Emphasis on entrepreneurial function- Schumpeter has given emphasis
on the role of entrepreneurial functions in economic development. in his
views, development means basic transformation of the economy that is
brought about by entrepreneurial functions.

3. Presentation of disequilibrium situation through entrepreneurial activity-
the entrepreneurial activity represents a disequilibrium situation, a dynamic
phenomenon and a break from the routine or a circular flow or tendency
towards equilibrium.

4. Entrepreneurialism dream and the will to found a private kingdom- the
motives of creating things and applying these things into practice inspire
the entrepreneur to undertake innovation.

3. Cultural theories: Advocates of cultural theories point out that
entrepreneurship is the product of culture. Entrepreneurial talents come
from cultural values and cultural system embedded into the cultural
environment. Hoselitz’s Theory Hoselitz explains that the supply of
entrepreneurship is governed by cultural factors, and culturally minority
groups are the spark-plugs of entrepreneurial and economic develoment.in
many countries, entrepreneurs have emerged from a particular socio-
economic class. He emphasized the role of culturally marginally groups
like Jews and the Greeks in medieval Europe, the Chinese in South Africa
and Indian in east Africa in promoting economic development.

4. Psychological Theories: Psychological theories centre’s around the
psychological characteristic so the individual in a society. Psychological
characteristics affect the supply of entrepreneurs in the society.  

Drucker on entrepreneurship: Peter F. Drucker opined that “an entrepreneur
is one who always searches for change, responds to it and exploits it as an
opportunity.” he laid emphasis on two important factors – innovation and resource-
that led to emergence of entrepreneurship. According to him, innovation is the
real hub of entrepreneurship which creates resource. A thing is regarded as resource
when its economic value is recognized. For example, mineral oil was considered
worthless until the discovery of its use. Similarly, purchasing power was considered
an important resource by an American innovative entrepreneur who invented
installment buying. According to Drucker, successful entrepreneurship involves
the following things- Value and satisfaction obtained from resource by the consumer
are increased New values are created Material is converted into a resource or
exiting resources are combined in a new or more productive configuration
Entrepreneurship is the practice which has a knowledge base.

Thus, Drucker has given his views that “an entrepreneur need not be a capitalist
or an owner. A banker who mobilizes other’s money and allocates it in areas of
higher yield is very much an entrepreneur though he is not the owner of the money.
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TRAITS OF SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR
To become a successful as an entrepreneur in its business life, a businessman should
possess a quite a number of essential qualities. Those are noted below:

1. Moderate risk taking: an entrepreneur always takes calculated risk to
operate the organization

2. Hard work: an entrepreneur is very much hard worker, he or she always
busy with various types work.

3. Accountability: a successful entrepreneur is accountable well as his
associates always accountable to him.

4. Educated in real sense: successful entrepreneur is educated In real sense
he tries to implement his organizational objectives through his education.

5. Analytical mind: a successful entrepreneur is analytical minded. he
scrutinizes every activity on the organization.

6. Dynamic leadership: a successful entrepreneur is always dynamic to
operate the organization

7. Presence of mind: a successful entrepreneur is always at present of mind
he is always aware of activities that to happening in the organization and
around him

8. Accommodative: a good entrepreneur has the capacity to make his own
place at every sector

9.  Courageous and tactful: Corsages and techniques is very much essential
for a successful entrepreneur

10. Maker of right decision: A successful entrepreneur makes right decision
in right time in right place

11. Foresighted: a successful entrepreneur foresights the future and take
decision accordingly

12.  Right perception of things: A successful entrepreneur things in a right
way

13. Enjoy simple life: A successful entrepreneur always deals a simple life a
general people of the society

14. Strong desired to success: A successful entrepreneur have a strong desire
to success. he is driven by the desire to success

15. Innovation: innovation is the process of making new something. A
successful entrepreneur is innovative

16. Self confidence: A successful entrepreneur is self confidence. does not
really on other for decision  fate

17. Goal setting: a successful entrepreneur set the goal
18. Keen observation: A successful entrepreneur always observes the

origination
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19. Sociable: A successful entrepreneur is sociable person
20. Loves to work; A successful entrepreneur is very much addicted to work
21. Loves new ideas: A successful entrepreneur loves new ides of the

organization
22. Team builder: A successful entrepreneur builds a suitable team
23. Clean understanding: A successful entrepreneur clearly understands

every things.
24. Ability to conceptualize: A successful entrepreneur is able to

conceptualize the reality
25. Other: the other qualities are patience, optimistic, strategist, etc

TYPES OF ENTREPRENEUR
Today various types of Entrepreneurs are found engaged in different types of
activities, not only in industrial activities but also in agriculture and commercial
activities. Today we can recognize Entrepreneur in industry, service and business
sectors which are technically called as ISB sectors. Entrepreneurs are classified in
a number of ways as discussed below.

Clearance Danhof’s Classifications: Danhof classifies Entrepreneur into
four types.

1. Innovative entrepreneur: This category of Entrepreneur is characterized
by smell of innovativeness. This type of Entrepreneur, sense the
opportunities for introduction of new ideas, new technology, discovering
of new markets and creating new organizations. Such Entrepreneur can
work only when certain level of development is already achieved and
people look forward to change and improve. Such Entrepreneur are very
much helpful for their country because they bring about a transformation
in life style.

2. Adoptive or imitative entrepreneur: Such entrepreneurs imitate the
existing entrepreneur and set their enterprise in the same manner. Instead
of innovation, may just adopt the technology and methods innovated by
others. Such types of entrepreneur are particularly suitable for under-
developed countries for imitating the new combination of production
already available in developed countries.

3. Fabian entrepreneurs: Fabian entrepreneurs are characterized by great
caution and skepticism, in experimenting any change in their enterprises.
They imitate only when it becomes perfectly clear that failure to do so
would result in a loss of the relative position in the enterprises.

4. Drone entrepreneurs: Such entrepreneurs are conservative or orthodox
in outlook. They always feel comfortable with their old fashioned
technology of production even though technologies have changed. They
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never like to get rid of their traditional business, traditional machineries
and traditional system of business even at the cost of reduced returns.

Arthur H Cole Classification: Arthur H Cole classifies entrepreneurs as
empirical, rational and cognitive  entrepreneur.

1. Empirical: He is entrepreneur hardly introduces anything revolutionary
and follows the principle of rule of thumb.

2. Rational: The rational entrepreneur is well informed about the general
economic conditions and introduces changes, which look more
revolutionary.

3. Cognitive: Cognitive entrepreneur is well informed, draws upon the advice
and services of experts and introduces changes that reflect complete break
from the existing scheme of enterprise.

Classification Based on the Scale of Enterprise
1. Small scale: These entrepreneurs do not posses the necessary talents and

resources to initiate large-scale production and to introduce revolutionary
technological changes.

2. Large scale: They possess the necessary financial and other resources to
initiate and introduce new technological changes. They possess talent and
research and development facilities.

Other Classification
Following are some more types of entrepreneurs listed by behavior scientists.

1. Solo operators: These are the entrepreneurs who essentially work alone,
introduce their own capital and if essential employ very few employees.
In the beginning most of the entrepreneurs start their enterprises like them.

2. Active partners: Such entrepreneurs jointly put their efforts and resources.
They actively participate in managing the daily routine of the business
concern. Entrepreneurs who only contribute their funds but not actively
participate in the business are called simply ‘Partners’.

3. Inventors: Such entrepreneurs are creative in character and feel happy in
inventing new products, technologies and methods of production. Their
basic interest lies in research and innovative activities.

4. Challenge: According to such entrepreneurs, if there is no challenge in
life, there is no charm in life. Such entrepreneurs plunge into industry/
business because of the challenge it presents. When one challenge seems
to be met, they begin to look for new challenges. They convert odds and
adversities into opportunities and make profit.

5. Buyers: These are the entrepreneurs who do not like to face the hassles of
building infrastructure and other facilities. They simply purchase the
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